The Wanderer
The Wanderer
This occasional newsletter covers news and information about Plains-wanderer
conservation and management. Past newsletters are available via a link on the Trust for
Nature website http://www.trustfornature.org.au/our-conservation-work/priority-species/
plains-wanderer/ and on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Pedionomidae/
Thanks to all of the contributors to this issue. If you have articles that may be of interest to others, please
send copies to the editor David Baker-Gabb at Elanus@bigpond.com

Some readers may be unaware of the Plains-wanderer Facebook page. Even if you are not
on Facebook, by pasting the URL into your browser you will be able to view the page. It
contains media articles and social media posts about Plains-wanderers from state agencies,
zoos and others. It is well worth a look. https://www.facebook.com/Pedionomidae/.

David Baker-Gabb

We have some exciting results from our
trials using song meters to record the calls of
Plains-wanderers across Victoria’s Northern
Plains. This new technology has potential to
cost-effectively provide a wealth of new
information on the whereabouts of Plainswanderers across the country.
Initial trials
In spring 2015 I erected ten SM4 song
meters in Plains-wanderer habitat. Each had
been programmed by David Bryant from
ARI/DELWP to record for one hour either
side of sunrise and sunset. The song meters
recorded Plains-wanderer calls, but David
was unable to develop a computer-based call
recogniser to rapidly sort through the recordings. Dave Egan from NSW NPWS had
independently recorded Plains-wanderer calls
with song meters at Oolambeyan National
Park, and hit the same data analysis roadblock.
Iconic Species funding
In 2016 the Victorian Government made
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Song meters: a game changer for surveying Plains-wanderers
(cont)

... birds seem to
be attracted to
areas where
females with
established
territories are
already calling ...

Karen and David worked on developing
the Plains-wanderer call recogniser, and
after early difficulties were ultimately
successful. High quality recordings of calls
provided by Philip Maher underpinned
the successful development of the call
recogniser. Karen and David analysed
recordings of calls amassed between
spring 2017 and summer 2018 from 40
song meters placed on private land and
public reserves: 23 on the Patho Plains
and 17 on the Lower Avoca Plains.
Results
Karen and David reported that adult
female Plains-wanderers were recorded by
19 (50%) of 38 operational song meters,
and six also recorded two females calling
at the same time, giving a minimum of 25
adult female Plains-wanderers at the 38
sites sampled. Of the 19 active sites, seven
were known to have Plains-wanderers in
2017, six had not revealed Plainswanderers for between three and eight
years, and six were new sites. One of the
confirmed call records was from the
Lower Avoca Plains where Plainswanderers have not been seen since 2012.

Right: David Baker-Gabb and Karen
Rowe inspecting a song meter with
bird baffle. Photo: David Paul
Far right: Participants in a Plainswanderer call recogniser training
day.
Photo: Deanna Marshall

At tensites song meters each recorded
more than 40 Plains-wanderer calls, and
subsequent vehicle-based nocturnal
monitoring revealed Plains-wanderers, and
breeding occurring, at all of them.
Conversely, at eight sites where fewer than
20 calls were recorded, at only one was a
Plains-wanderer found during later
nocturnal monitoring. These results give a
strong lead as to which song meter sites
should be surveyed by vehicle at night in
future years to obtain information on
breeding success. This will improve the
cost-effectiveness of future vehicle-based
monitoring.
Regular surveyors of Plains-wanderers
have noted in the past (see articles by
Philip Maher in this issue) that birds seem
to be attracted to areas where females with
established territories are already calling, so
that ‘loose clusters’ of calling birds build
up with territorial females eventually
spaced about 400 m apart. Perhaps the
sites where song meters recorded fewer
than 20 calls were used by dispersing
females and had suitable habitat, but were
soon abandoned due to a lack of social
facilitation?
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Song meters: a game changer for surveying Plains-wanderers
(cont)
These observations provide tantalising
clues about the Plains-wanderers’
unstudied breeding behaviour (see article
by Yvette Pauligk in this issue). Song
meters that record every evening are much
more likely to detect transient females than
nocturnal monitoring that takes place on
only 1-4 nights per year. Song meters can
also provide insights into where captivebred birds might be most successfully
released in future years.

Sheep don’t pose a problem for song
meters mounted on steel posts. However,
large birds commonly perched on song
meters and pecked holes in about onethird of the windsocks, which protect the
microphones, and so compromised the
data. This problem has subsequently been
addressed by building aviary mesh baffles
to minimise bird damage. The design
allows easy access to the song meter front
cover and the ports on its side.

Disadvantages

Training

The main disadvantage of song meters
compared to vehicle-based surveys is that
they do not tell us if breeding success followed calling events. This can be overcome by undertaking targeted surveys of
sites where more than 40 calls have been
recorded. Song meters also don’t provide
information on other grassland fauna,
which may be needed by reserve managers.

Training days led by Karen Rowe were
held over two mornings in June 2018 in
Bendigo to familiarise participants in the
use of the Plains-wanderer call recogniser.
The training days were well attended with
participants from Vic (20), NSW (3) and
SA (3). Dave Egan brought along same
field recordings from NSW and the recogniser quickly and accurately identified
Plains-wanderer calls on them. The participants from NSW and SA went home
with a copy of the Plains-wanderer call
recogniser to underpin their rapidly expanding use of song meters in their own
management areas.

Cows are known to chew and disable song
meters set on steel posts. Bill and Troy
McGillivray came up with a solution to
this problem and song meters have
subsequently been placed in large recycled
IBC steel cages that Bill sourced locally.

… observations
provide
tantalizing clues
about the Plainswanderers’
unstudied
breeding
behavior.

Left: Karen Rowe and song meter
protected from cows.
Photo: David Baker-Gabb
Far left: Male Plains-wanderer
Photo: Chris Tzaros
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News from the Range States
Autumn monitoring on the Northern Plains of Victoria, 2018
David Baker-Gabb

Since 2010 there
has been
increasing landholder awareness
of the grazing
management
needs of the
Plains-wanderer.

Monitoring on the Northern Plains from
2010 to 2014 indicated a 95 per cent
decline in the Plains-wanderers’ relative
abundance there since 2010. There was a
partial recovery in 2015. Numbers were
again low in 2016, followed by a slight
recovery in 2017, and then a substantial
recovery in 2018 to levels not seen since
the 2010-11 population crash.
In autumn 2018 I recorded 30 adult or
independent juvenile Plains-wanderers
and 17 chicks. All of these 47 birds were
seen on the Patho Plains. Plainswanderers were recorded in ten of the 20
monitored paddocks in 2018 compared to
only four of the same paddocks in 2015,
two in 2016 and three in 2017.
Since 2010 there has been increasing landholder awareness of the grazing
management needs of the Plainswanderer, and grazing control has been
assisted by funds for fencing to soil type
in some key locations. The establishment
of covenants on two well-managed grassland properties has also helped the Plainswanderer.

Landholder Bill McGillivray and Ben
Hodgens discussing grazing options.
Photo: Shane Warne

More recently Ben Hodgens, Grassland
Officer with Parks Victoria, has effectively
liaised with landholders resulting in
considerable improvement in the grazing
management of several grassland reserves.
For example, a farmer’s paddock next to
Roslynmeade North grassland had Plainswanderers calling there in spring 2016 but
by autumn 2017 no birds were found there
because it was overgrazed. Meanwhile the
neighbouring reserve was much too dense
for Plains-wanderers and none had been
found there in eight years of monitoring:
an ongoing ‘lose-lose’ result.
In late winter 2017 the same farmer’s
domestic stock were allowed to graze the
neighbouring reserve with the result that
both the reserve and the farmer’s paddock
were moderately grazed. For the first time
a male Plains-wanderer with two chicks
was found in the reserve, and three males
with 12 chicks were found in the farmer’s
neighbouring paddock during monitoring
in autumn 2018: a ‘win-win’ result.
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African Boxthorn removal on the Patho and Lower Avoca Plains
Deanna Marshall

Barapa Land and Water staff, Trust for
Nature staff, volunteers and contractors
have removed 1,643 African Boxthorns
from 1,051 ha of high priority Plainswanderer paddocks on the Patho and
Lower Avoca Plains. This work included:
143 boxthorns cut and painted at

Wanderers Plain (Paddock F 101ha), 928
boxthorns cut and painted at Wanderers
Plain (Korrak Korrak South 247 ha), 451
boxthorns cut, painted and mechanically
removed at Glassons Grassland Reserve
(174ha) and, 121 boxthorns cut and
painted on Bill and Sandra McGillivray’s
private covenanted land (529 ha).

Barapa Land and
Water staff, Trust
for Nature staff,
volunteers and
contractors have
removed 1,643
African
Boxthorns from
1,051 ha of high
priority Plainswanderer
paddocks.

From top: Trust for Nature staff
using a pole cutter to remove boxthorn on Wanderers Plain reserve.
Stockpiling removed boxthorn on
Glasson's Grassland Reserve. The
boxthorns will be burnt when
conditions are suitable, to avoid
them becoming harbour for rabbits
and foxes.
Mechanical removal of large boxthorns at Glasson’s Grassland
Reserve.
Photos: Deanna Marshall
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Grassland fauna surveys at Terrick Terrick National Park.
What the citizen scientists are finding.
Mark Antos

Following a very
lean year in
2016-17 when no
Plains-wanderers
were found,
it was pleasing to
record 18 in 2018.

Right: Plains-wanderer nest containing
four eggs (inset) and broader context
(main image). The mean golf ball score
at this site was 13.5 which is regarded
as slightly too dense for Plainswanderers. This highlights that slightly
denser habitat can be preferred at
times for nesting.
Photo: Mark Antos
Facing page, top: One of the 789 plots
measured for habitat structure during
2017-18. This is a site where a Plainswanderer was detected the night
before.
The Hooded Scaly-foot is critically
endangered in Victoria.
Photo: Mark Antos

The 2017-18 monitoring period was a
busy but rewarding one. Over 250 km of
transects were covered and just over 1000
individual animals were detected.
Following a very lean year in 2016-17
when no Plains-wanderers were found, it
was pleasing to record 18 in 2018. Ten of
these birds were fitted with uniquely
numbered bands to allow these individuals
to be identified in future. It was also
exciting to find an active nest with four
eggs. Encounter rates ranged from 0.15 to
0.27 birds per km travelled but got as high
as 0.56 during incidental surveys when
only optimal habitat was targeted. The
down-side was that all of the records of
Plains-wanderers came from just one
paddock. It will be critical to manage
other paddocks in a way which will encourage Plains-wanderers to recolonise
and spread throughout Terrick Terrick

NP again. In the past, they have been recorded from as many as ten different paddocks.
One of the reasons behind the return of
Plains-wanderers to parts of the park has
been an improvement in habitat quality
thanks to ecological grazing and lower
rainfall. Nearly one third of all monitored
habitat plots had ideal habitat compared to
only 11 per cent at this time the previous
year (Figure 1). An important component
of the monitoring project is mapping the
extent of suitable habitat. We have used
the golf ball score to achieve this and can
track how conditions in a paddock change
through time. This method only subsamples a small portion of each paddock
and relies on interpolation to fill the gaps.
Another method we have examined uses
remotely-sensed multispectral imagery to
tell us if plant growth has increased or
declined in a paddock.
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Grassland fauna surveys at Terrick Terrick National Park.
What the citizen scientists are finding (cont).
We hope to further refine this method to
complement the golf ball monitoring. A range
of other grassland fauna species has been
detected on transects, showing that the grasslands really come alive after dark. Apart from
the usual species, we had higher than normal
encounter rates of Barn Owls, found the
critically endangered Hooded Scalyfoot from
areas where they were not previously known
to occur, and detected Olive Legless Lizards
at up to four different sites. We have not seen
this species on our surveys before.

Right: Figure 1. Map of habitat structure based on golf ball
scores. Sampling points are marked by black triangles. This
map combines assessments from different paddocks from
the 2016-17 survey period (top) and the 2017-18 survey
period (below). Full red colouring indicates ideal Plainswanderer golf ball scores (14-16), very dark red/burgundy
indicates areas which are too sparse (17+) and pale red
through to green indicates areas which are too dense (<13).

A big thank you to all the volunteers who
helped with the surveys during 2017-18.
We had 19 individuals helping out over a
total of 83 person days, equating to 498
hours. If anyone would like more details
on the survey, please contact Mark directly
for a copy of the summary report.

A big thank you
to all the
volunteers who
helped with the
surveys during
2017-18.
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Monitoring Plains-wanderers in the NSW Riverina

David Parker
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage

A good diversity
of other birds
were recorded
from across the
sites

Fourteen of the 16 monitoring sites were
surveyed during the spring/summer round
in 2017/18, with two sites not visited due
to rainfall events occurring at inopportune
times for the monitoring, but no doubt
welcomed by the land owners. During this
period nine Plains-wanderers were recorded across four sites, including eight
adults (4 males; 4 females) and one juvenile. Plains-wanderer habitat condition
(structure) was good across all sites.
A good diversity of other bird species were
recorded from across the sites, though
numbers were below what would be
expected for spring. Stubble Quail were
recorded from nine sites, but only a single
Little Button-quail was recorded. The
warmer months brought out a few reptiles,
with Hooded Scaly-foot and Curl Snakes
both recorded, while good numbers of Fat
-tailed Dunnarts were recorded at six sites.

Despite most areas receiving reasonable
rainfall during December and some areas
receiving good rainfall in January, the
NSW Riverine Plain experienced generally
well below average autumn rainfall. Overall, habitat structure was good across most
of the monitoring sites. However some
paddocks that were suitable for Plainswanderers during spring 2017 were
becoming too sparse by autumn.
Despite the dry times, a total of 15 Plainswanderers were recorded from four of the
16 sites during the autumn monitoring.
There were eight males, five females (most
of these being young, independent birds)
and two recently independent juveniles.
Stubble Quail continued to be encountered
in good numbers at 12 of the 16 sites,
while Little Button-quail were still about in
small numbers. A lone Curl Snake was out
on a cool, 12 degree night. A few Fat-tailed
Dunnarts were also observed across half
of the monitoring sites.
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Fencing to soil type on Lower Avoca grassland reserves

Deanna Marshall
With funding support from Biodiversity
On-ground Action – Icon Species
program, DELWP and project partners
are working towards improving Plainswanderer habitat in remnant grasslands on
the plains in north-central Victoria over
the next three years. Fencing to soil type is

one key way of managing grazing
pressure and improving habitat.
Fencing to soil type has been completed
recently at Wanderers Plain (Paddock F,
1.5 km). Similar fencing has been
completed at Korrak Korrak South
Reserve (3.15 km). The fencing was undertaken by the Barapa Land and Water crew,
a contractor and Trust for Nature staff.

... project
partners are
working towards
improving
Plains-wanderer
habitat in
remnant
grasslands on the
plains in northcentral Victoria.

Facing page, far left: Singing Bushlark.
Left: Curl Snake.
Photos: David Parker
Left: Barapa Land and Water's Duckie
constructing a fence in Trust for Nature's
Korrak Korrak South reserve.
Photo: Deanna Marshall
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Annual NSW Plains-wanderer Report 2017

Philip Maher, Deniliquin, NSW

This
demonstrates the
resilience and
opportunism of
the Plainswanderer: they
can breed at any
time of year
when conditions
are adequate.

Female Plains-wanderer.
Photo: Mark Antos

In 2017 we recorded 178 Plains-wanderers,
although many of these were repeat sightings of the same birds. We also saw some
of the highest numbers of Plainswanderers recorded in a single night since
the late 1990s and early 2000s. We saw 12
birds on 20 March, 11 on 3 November,
nine on 27 November, and on some other
nights in November, we saw eight birds.
Many of these multiple sightings were of
immature birds, indicating good breeding
success. The resurgence of the Plainswanderer population was brought about by
the rainfall we received in the latter
months of 2016, and although the rainfall
in 2017 was erratic, there were a couple of
periods when there was enough rain to
allow the Plains-wanderers to successfully
breed. This again demonstrates the
resilience and opportunism of the Plainswanderer: they can breed at any time of
year when conditions are adequate.
Climatic conditions
Extreme weather conditions continued in
2017. Four months of the year (January,
February, June and September) recorded
zero rainfall on the Wanganella Plainswanderer property, which is remarkable
for a year that finished with above average
rainfall there. The only months that
received useful amounts of rain were
March, April, May, August and December.
On 1 July there was a major frost with
minus 5.6 recorded, making it almost the
lowest temperature ever recorded in the
district. The erratic rainfall and particularly
the dry winter months (with historically
the most reliable rainfall) didn’t support
vegetation growth on much of the red
plain country favoured by Plainswanderers. This meant that much of the

country that the Plains-wanderers recolonised in late 2016 was unsuitable for them
in 2017. [When rainfall is so variable with
many months between rain events, the
perennial native grasses struggle to survive
the long dry periods and have to
continually regenerate from seed. This
requires favourable conditions of
temperature and moisture, which no
longer occur regularly]. Nonetheless, there
were still some sizeable areas that
remained suitable for Plains-wanderers.
Breeding and movement of Plainswanderers
Juvenile or immature birds were recorded
in January, February and March, indicating
that many Plains-wanderers had successfully bred in the spring and summer of
2016-17. Whether these birds were all bred
on the Plains-wanderer property or they
moved in from adjoining areas I cannot
say.
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Annual NSW Plains-wanderer Report 2017 (cont)

On 10 April 2017 we found a banded male
Plains-wanderer. It had been banded on 13
May 2016 in Terrick Terrick National Park
by Mark Antos. This is the longest
movement (124 km) ever recorded for a
Plains-wanderer.
In October, when it was very dry, it was
evident that there was a movement of
Plains-wanderers with different birds being
recorded on successive nights in the same
area. On one occasion we located four adult
females within an area of 200 m. A couple
of nights later there was one left and then a
night or two later they had all departed that
area. Probably by this stage, with no rain in
September over most of the Riverina, they
were searching for suitable habitat in which
to breed.
There were no searches for Plainswanderers between 14 April and 30 August.
When we went out on 31 August, Plains-

wanderers were in breeding mode as two or
three females were calling. Observations in
September suggested that breeding was
being attempted. However, with zero rain
again in September, this breeding event
appeared to fail, at least in this particular
paddock as no young were seen and the
adults vacated the area. We found more
birds in another part of the paddock where
there was more cover but they did not appear to be breeding. It was in this paddock
that we thought there was movement going
on during October.
On 2 October two immature birds were
seen, indicating that breeding had occurred
somewhere in the area after the rain in
August. It stayed very dry in this paddock
and by late October Plains-wanderers were
starting to become scarce. On 3 November,
we decided to try a different paddock
where there had been a little more patchy
rain in August. This proved to be a good
move as we had 11 birds for the night. The
birds included an adult female, an adult
male with four well-grown chicks, and the
rest of the males were of indeterminate age.
This was our first confirmed spring
breeding on the property for the year and it
was incredible that the male had managed
to get four chicks to that stage in such
harsh conditions. We continued to see
these chicks over the next few weeks and
they were largely independent by
10 November. On 27 November, another
male with just a single well-grown chick
was seen. Also, in late November and early
December many immature Plainswanderers were seen. They were just
starting to colour up so were about three
months old, indicating the adults had
nested somewhere in the area after the rain
in August.

In October, when
it was very dry, it
was evident that
there was a
movement of
Plains-wanderers
with different
birds being
recorded on
successive nights
in the same area.

Male Plains-wanderer.
Photo: Chris Tzaros
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Annual NSW Plains-wanderer Report 2017 (cont)

... as resilient as
this tough little
species is, the
extreme climatic
conditions we are
now
experiencing is
the main factor
threatening its
future.

Right and far right: Ideal Plainswanderer habitat in NSW Riverina.
Photo: David Parker

On 1 December the biggest rainfall event
of the year occurred, dumping about 80
mm of rain on the Plains-wanderer
property in 24 hours; and 93 mm all up
for the month. This heavy rain made
searching for Plains-wanderers taxing as
we couldn’t drive on the paddock for
about a week. Not daunted by the
inclement weather, quite a few brave
birders ventured forth on foot that week
across a sodden paddock. Luckily for us,
some birds didn’t shift despite their
paddock being all but flooded. On
9 December we changed paddocks again
as we were getting mainly immature birds
in the second paddock. In this third
paddock, about three adult pairs were
located throughout December and all
were in breeding mode, so I expect
breeding occurred in this paddock in early
2018. Despite the challenging climatic

conditions during 2017, Plains-wanderers
still managed to breed successfully on
several occasions and increase their
numbers.
Nonetheless, as resilient as this tough little
species is, the extreme climatic conditions
we are now experiencing is the main
factor threatening its future, as well as
those of so many other species throughout
Australia.
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Plains-wanderer behaviour and calls at Werribee Open Range
Zoo (WORZ)
Yvette Pauligk
Werribee Open Range Zoo (WORZ)

Sensor camera videos of captive Plainswanderers at WORZ have recorded some
intriguing behaviours that have not been
reported before. This raises the question: are the
wing displays and helicopter flights with calls
videoed merely birds exercising or, as seems
likely, are they regular displays like those of
other grassland birds such as Little Bustards
and Lesser Floricans? Further study of these
behaviours will be rewarding [DBG – editor].
All seven Plains-wanderers at WORZ
have been videoed wing displaying while
the birds are walking through the
enclosures. They stop momentarily in a
clearing and extend their wings with
their feet still planted on the ground.
Plains-wanderers are usually very
cryptic, but their barred underwings are
visually obvious in these displays.

Another ‘wings out’ display not illustrated
here is the aeroplane display, which is
restricted to females. In this display the
female approaches a male with her wings
out to the side with her upper back
feathers raised so she looks like a taxiing
aeroplane. This early courtship display
makes her look larger than usual and the
male may flee or, later on, participate in
courtship circling and chest bumps.
Helicopter flutters involve a bird fluttering its
wings and lifting its body off the ground.
It is usually a direct vertical lift and not
higher than 50cm. The Plains-wanderer
flutters up and down off the ground
repeatedly. This behaviour has been
observed in a majority of the birds of both
sexes. Sometimes this behaviour is coupled
with the bird squatting, calling, and/or
jumping sideways.

... the female
approaches a
male with her
wings out to the
side with her
upper back
feathers raised so
she looks like a
taxiing
aeroplane.

Helicopter flights are slightly different to
flutters. The bird lift itself vertically off the
ground, usually above 50cm, and hovers in
the one spot for a short period before
returning to the ground. This has been
observed in fewer individuals and can
often, but not always, be on days with
elevated winds. Solid tin walls stretch up to
90 cm at WORZ, which still allows winds
and air flow to sweep through the
enclosure.

Far left: Wing displays by male (top)
and female (below) Plains-wanderers.
Video: Yvette Pauligk
Left: Helicopter flutter display.
Video: Yvette Pauligk

Plains-wanderer behaviour and calls at Werribee Open Range
Zoo (WORZ)

Alternating wings
behaviour has
been
observed in both
males and
females. It is a
subtle behaviour
captured only on
sensor cameras ...

Alternating wings behaviour has been
observed in both males and females. It is a
subtle behaviour captured only on sensor
cameras which have not been used in all
enclosures and so we have yet to see if it
is a universal behaviour. Alternating wings
involves the individuals sitting low on the
ground, often at night, and lifting and
dropping their wings in an alternating
manner.
Side jumps involve individuals of both
sexes squatting in a clearing and then
doing single jumps sideways. Each sex
links a different vocalisation to this
behaviour. Calls are subtle and have been
captured numerous times with the same
individuals on sensor cameras. Further
data collection from different individuals
is underway to establish if this is a
universal Plains-wanderer vocalisation.
Female oooom vocalisations have been
recorded on numerous occasions. This is
the call most often heard out in the field,
and has been recorded there and studied
using song metres.

Right and far right: Helicopter flight
displays. Note distinctive under- and
upper-wing patterns.
Images: Yvette Pauligk

Please send contributions and comments to:
David Baker-Gabb, editor
Elanus@bigpond.com

Additional calls by females have been
heard. One vocalisation involves a
squeaky higher pitched meh-heh call while
squatting and usually occurs around
helicopter flutters and side jumps. Another
vocalisation being investigated is when
the female is in or around her nest area.
It is a repeated low call, paired with short
quick head bobs, different to the usual
extended head bobbing. She can
perform this behaviour when in the nest,
walking near her nest, or when a male is
nearby and she lifts her tail in a courtship
display.
Recordings have been made of the male
making a pii-pii-pii call when near the
female. This is a similar call to the one
the male makes to communicate to his
chicks (as observed in the wild). Another
male vocalisation involves a high pitched
single squeak that occurs mostly with side
jumps.

